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HOLIDAYMAKERS LOOKING for the best value beach resort in
Europe are likely to find that their pounds will stretch further
outside the Eurozone, according to research for this year’s Post
Office Travel Money Holiday Costs Barometer. 
In a comparison of costs in 18 top European destinations,

the Post Office found that beach resorts in Bulgaria and Turkey
are far cheaper than in their lowest-priced Eurozone
competitors, Portugal’s Algarve and the Costa del Sol.
For the fifth year running, Sunny Beach in Bulgaria offers

the best value for a bargain break, even though prices have
risen 16% since last spring. At just over £43, the barometer
basket of tourist staples – lunch and evening meals, drinks,
suncream and insect repellent – is less than half the price in
two-thirds of the other destinations surveyed. Inexpensive
meals are the main reason for the Black Sea resort’s dominant
position with two people able to have an evening meal with
wine for around £26 and lunch for less than £9. 
Although runner-up Marmaris cannot quite match Sunny

Beach on price, the plummeting Turkish lira – down 25%
year-on-year against sterling – means holidaymakers
visiting Turkey will get much more for their money. Local

prices also remain relatively low with restaurants and bars
keen to attract tourists back after a lean few years. As a
result, barometer prices in Marmaris are 20% lower 
than a year ago.  
Andrew Brown of Post Office Travel Money, said: “This

may well be the year when it will pay to plan a trip outside
the Eurozone. There have already been reports of growing
demand for Turkey as low-priced packages attract cash-
conscious UK holidaymakers. Now, a combination of the
Turkish lira’s weakness and low resort prices will make
resorts like Marmaris even more attractive for
holidaymakers on a tight budget.  
“The cost of eating out is always a big consideration for

holidaymakers and this year we found that meal costs in Sunny
Beach and Marmaris are significantly lower than in any of the
Eurozone resorts surveyed. On a week’s holiday, the cost of
lunch and dinner ranges from £243 in Sunny Beach and £287
in Marmaris to well over twice as much in Sorrento. That’s why
it will pay for holidaymakers to do their homework before
booking to find a resort that fits their budget.”  
Go to postoffice.co.uk/holidaycosts for more details.

IN A recent agent incentive, Avis Car Rental teamed up with Oman Air to offer ten agents the opportunity to win a five-day driving tour across Oman
complete with luxury five-star hotel accommodation along the way. Pictured from the left is: Oman Air’s Poonam Gil Khosa and Will Hall from the
Ministry of Tourism for Oman surprising Lotus Group’s winner Derek Miles along with Katherine Edwards and Stig Williams from Avis. Other
winners came from Good Travel, Faremine, Reed & Mackay, Simply Luxury by Travel 2, Sterling Travel, Richmond Travel, the Travel Company
Edinburgh and Indigo Car Hire. They will all be heading out on their grand tour next month, travelling from Muscat to Salalah, and taking in the
country’s vast deserts and coastline. Also included in the prize will be spa treatments, an overnight stay in a luxury desert camp, water sports and
trips to authentic souks.
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OLYMPIC HOLIDAYS’ summer 2019 preview brochure will be
landing with travel agencies from this week. 
It will showcase the company’s most popular early

booker destinations, from Gold experiences and Island
Hopper itineraries to family favourites in addition to
small and large island options. More destinations and
accommodation are to be added, which will become
available online, and the operator’s 2019 summer
portfolio will continue to build with the soon to be
launched Weddings and Gold Collection brochures.  
As an example of packages, the company is offering

seven nights self-catering accommodation in a studio at
the three-star Buena Vista Studios, Kefalonia from £309
per person based on two travelling with Gatwick flights
and departures available from May 7, 2019
Alternatively for an island hopping itinerary, the operator

has a seven-night holiday combining Corfu, Sivota and
Lefkada from £790 per person based on two travelling. 
The package includes three nights’
all-inclusive accommodation at the
four-star Aeolos Beach Resort in
Corfu, two nights’ bed-and-
breakfast at the three-star Albatros
Hotel in Sivota and two nights’ bed-
and-breakfast accommodation at
the three-star Porto Lyigia Hotel
in Lefkada, with transfers and
Manchester flights. Departures
are available from May 5, 2019. 
For further information call 020-
84926868 or visit
olympicholidays.com
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THE NEWMARKET Holidays team are out and about visiting agents and promoting its new cruises and
partnership with A-ROSA. Pictured is the company’s Richard Forde with Sara Harper from Cannon Travel,
Wootton Bassett receiving the new A-ROSA brochure and training.

Olympic Holidays issues summer 2019 preview brochure

Discover life in wartime Britain this June at Hever Castle
HEVER CASTLE will be hosting a 'Home Front' event from June 23-24, where visitors
can step back in time to 1940s Britain. 
There'll be the chance to experience what it was like during the Second World War

by taking part in a swing dance alongside Viv the Spiv. Tap your toes to music from
vocalist Miss Annie or browse stalls selling vintage wares and refreshments.
Visitors can also experience the sights and smells of the time with authentic

cooking along with displays of US and Canadian army vehicles.
Other highlights include dressing up in period costume (with prizes for the best

dressed), meeting Winston Churchill, seeing displays of period model boats on the
Moat and taking a selfie with a grounded life-size Spitfire.
Admission Prices for the gardens only are £14.50 for adults, £12.95 for seniors,

and £12.35 for students. Children (aged five-15) are £9.20 and under fives go free.
Alternatively, a Family ticket (two adults and two children or one adult and three
children) costs £39.90.  
For further information visit hevercastle.co.uk or call 01732-865224.

Isle of Man shares
‘extraordinary story’ 

VISIT ISLE of Man has
launched a new three-year
tourism campaign
encouraging people to
experience the full breadth
of the Island’s offering.

At the heart of the ‘Isle of
Man – The Extraordinary
Story’ is a 90-second film
narrated John Rhys Davies,
island resident and whose
film and TV work is familiar
to millions. 

Angela Byrne, head of the
tourism organisation, said:
“The Isle of Man offers a
high-quality holiday and
short break destination for a
broad range of visitors and
being situated at the heart of
the British Isles is only a
short flight away from UK
and Irish airports, plus there
are several departure points
for those wishing to travel by
ferry. Our visitors can cram
in so much within a short
time of arrival; they can be
visiting one of our fantastic
castles or heritage
attractions, and then within
half an hour can be out
enjoying some sea kayaking
or taking in one of our
wonderful scenic walks, by
which time they will want to
indulge in some of the best
food and drink produce that
can be found in Britain.”
The full 90-second film can
be viewed on YouTube and
more information found at
visitisleofman.com
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FRED. OLSEN Cruise Lines is offering
guests savings on selected sailings from
June to September in its new ‘Summer
Sale 2018’, on all new bookings made 
by July 2.
Guests can save up £400 per person on

ocean cruises, and up to £300 per person
on Brabant river cruises. Special solo
cruising offers are also available on
selected sailings.
The itineraries featured are all on the

company's fleet of four smaller, more
intimate ships – Balmoral, Braemar,
Boudicca and Black Watch – along with
156-guest river cruise ship, Brabant.
Sailings include firm favourites, from
Norway and the Arctic, to scenic French

river cruises and leisurely voyages along
the Rhine, on a variety of durations.
The ocean cruises featured depart from

five convenient regional UK departure
ports: Southampton, Dover, Liverpool,
Newcastle, and Edinburgh (Rosyth).
As an example of itineraries, a nine-night

‘German Waterways with Kiel Week’ cruise
on Boudicca, departing on June 21, leads in
at £999 per person, based on an Interior
cabin, offering a saving of £200. 
Ports of call include Germany's Kiel,

Travemünde, Hamburg and Bremen,
before returning to Dover. 
For further information see
fredolsencruises.com/travel-agent-centre
or call 01473-746164.

newsbulletin

VIRGIN ATLANTIC has commenced its biggest ever season from Belfast International Airport, which is
expected to see 20,000 holiday-makers take advantage of the extra flights. The airline’s Belfast to
Orlando route will run for 28 weeks, more than trebling the number of seats from the Northern Irish
capital to the sunshine state. Launched in 2015, the airline’s seasonal service has proved a popular
one, with additional seats being added to the route each year. This year, flights will peak at two per
week during June and July, with a once weekly service operating for the rest of the season. The
increased flights will operate until September. Go to virginatlantic.com

Up to 55% savings from Caribtours plus agent incentives
THIS SUMMER Caribtours is giving customers more reason to book a holiday during its
Summer Sale special, available to book until May 14. 
The summer launch offers savings of up to 55% and complimentary room upgrades.

During the sale agents will also have the chance to win a trip to Blue Waters in Antigua,
including flights, when they make a booking, along with up to £200 in vouchers for
bookings made during this period.
All incentive bookings must be for a minimum of seven nights for two adults, include

flights and depart in 2018. To apply, email werewardagents@caribtours.co.uk by May 20 with
the booking reference.
For more information see caribtourssale.com or call 020-7751 0660.

Take advantage of Fred. Olsen’s summer cruise sale 

South Africa celebrates
Mandela Centenary

2018 IS a momentous year
for South Africa with the
Nelson Mandela
Centenary marking what
would have been 100
years since his birth. 
In commemoration of

this landmark year, the
nation will play host to a
programme of special
initiatives, projects and
events to celebrate
Madiba’s life. 
For those wishing to

celebrate the global icon’s
life and achievements in
South Africa, a free app,
Madiba’s Journey, outlines
more than 27 places of
major historical
significance across the
country that help to tell
Mandela’s incredible story. 
From the infamous

Robben Island in Cape
Town through to the site
where Mandela was
captured in KwaZulu-
Natal, there are numerous
locations that are
synonymous with Madiba.
To mark the centenary
year, an additional 73
points of interest will be
added to the website,
taking the total to 100. 
For more information visit
mandela.southafrica.net/m
ap/overview
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New East Africa experiential tours from Acacia Africa
ACACIA AFRICA’S new East Africa tours will be a welcome addition for agents hoping to
meet the growing demand for experiential travel and budget safaris.
The specialist is launching a nine-day ‘Troop to the Gorillas’ overland journey, the

camping and accommodated itineraries focused solely on Uganda, and a new Short Safari
& Trek; the ten-day Best of East Africa covering handpicked game-viewing locations in
Kenya and Tanzania.  
Arno Delport, the operator's sales and marketing manager, said: “Alongside the

opportunity to trek to see the endangered mountain gorillas, our new nine-day tour affords
clients three days in Jinja, giving them the chance to partake in the many activities that
East Africa's adventure capital has to offer. 
"This year, we expect Uganda to take the lion share of bookings from 'price-sensitive'

millennials due to the gorilla permit increase in Rwanda; these travellers seek out unique
wildlife encounters but value plays a key part in their choice of destination.”
Prices for the nine-day ‘Troop to the Gorillas’ lead in at £775 per person (no single

supplement) plus a gorilla and chimp permit from £555 per person. It includes transport,
camping accommodation, most meals and the services of a tour leader/driver. 
For more information see acacia-africa.com 
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CONSISTENT WITH the shopping mall’s ‘Shop, Dine and Play’ motto, Miromar Outlets in Estero,
Southwest Florida has undergone a complete remodel of its WINK Playland by adding new Rock
Climbing Funwalls and a covered outdoor playground. The FunWalls will be open Monday through
Saturday from 09:30 to 21:00 and Sunday from 10:30 to 18:00 costing USD$10 per person for one hour
or $15 for two hours. The shopping village itself features more than 140 top designer and brand name
outlets with savings of up to 70% off retail prices. Visit MiromarOutlets.com

New website from
Thailand's Chiva-Som
CHIVA-SOM International
Health Resort has unveiled
its new website, giving
agents the option of booking
online for their clients for
the first time. 
The new site has a clean,

elegant look that is reflective
of the calm and serenity
guests can find at the resort
in Hua Hin. Navigation is
simplified with enhanced
information about all
elements of the resort's
journey, while new imagery
has been commissioned to
inspire and digitally
transport users to the
‘Haven of Life’.
A Live-Chat function

ensures that the resort's
personalised hospitality is
available at all touch points
and, as part of its dedication
to offering wellness retreats
tailored to each guest, users
will be able to search the
new ‘Explore’ feature using
a series of pre-
programmed wellness
goals which then intuitively
provides suggestions
based on their selection.  
Each retreat, treatment

and activity has been
categorised into searchable
wellness criteria to clearly
outline its objective. For
example, agents selecting
the ‘Yoga for Life’ retreat will
see that the retreat is
suitable for those looking for
‘Emotional & Mental
Balance’, ‘Mindfulness’,
‘Relaxation’ and ‘General
Health Improvement’.

Super Break packages available as ‘The Muppets Take London’ from the O2
PACKAGES TO The Muppets’ first full-length live show in Europe are now available through Super Break. 
The Muppets Take London will hit the O2 on July 13 and 14 and the operator is urging agents to promote these shows early

as they are expected to sell out very quickly. This is the first time the full live extravaganza has been performed outside of
America and the three shows which were held at the Hollywood Bowl were a sell out. 
Based on their hit 1980s variety TV show, Kermit the Frog will once again lead an all-star Muppet cast including Miss Piggy,

Fozzie Bear, the Great Gonzo, Rowlf, Sam Eagle and The Swedish Chef. There will also be special celebrity appearances as
well as music from The Muppets’ house band ‘Dr. Teeth and The Electric Mayhem’, with Animal of course on the drums.
To celebrate this special weekend of Muppet fun, The O2 will be rolling out the green carpet for Muppet movies, street food,

live music, best costume competitions and a host of celebrations.
Packages cost from £97 per person including one night’s bed-and-breakfast at the three-star Ibis Styles London Excel hotel

plus a ticket to the show.
For more information call 01904-436000 or visit superbreak.com/agents
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getabed & roomsXML merge 
B2B ACCOMMODATION-only specialists’ getabed and
roomsXML have announced the merger of their businesses.
Under the new structure the current owners of the

independently owned businesses will continue to play an
integral part in running the combined business, with Ruchir
Bang as the CEO and Matt Stuart as the chief commercial
officer. The remaining senior leadership roles will be
announced soon. 
The joint business will provide significant benefits and scale,

which will then be passed on to customers and suppliers. 
Stuart said: “This is a hugely exciting time for both getabed

and roomsXML. With the accommodation wholesale market
evolving rapidly, we needed to ensure that we remain relevant.
Our shared passion, ethos and vision was clear, so merging to
become a single entity made complete sense. Moving forward,
our customers will get the best of both companies, with robust
technology, breadth of product and solid 24/7 support. Our
travel partners will continue to remain at the heart of
everything we do as we are still small enough to remain
personal and reactive to their demands."
Bang said: “We certainly see a great future ahead if we

have the right mix of a passionate team, user-focused
technology and strong financials, and that’s exactly what
both roomsXML and getabed bring to the table."

Glamping expansion at Whitemead 
WHITEMEAD FOREST Park in the heart of the Forest of
Dean is set to expand its glamping offering in time for
the summer holidays.
A total of 20 new pods will be launched from May 25,

bringing the total to 29, due to the huge demand the park
has received from its visitors seeking to add a touch of
glamour and a few home comforts to their camping trips.
Owned by membership organisation Boundless, the

family resort also offers a swimming pool, spa and on-site
restaurant and bar, plus evening entertainment.
The glamping options all sleep up to four people and

include: a Mega Pod XL, which houses a double bed and
a sofa bed and also features its own toilet, wash basin,
shower and kitchen area; and a Mega Pod X which
comes with a double bed plus a sofa that converts into
another double. There’s also a toilet, wash basin and
shower and a kitchen area. 
Mega Pods offer a double bed and a corner sofa bed and

feature their own toilet and wash basin, while Camping
pods offer an eco-friendly alternative to a tent whilst
retaining all the ambience of a 'camping holiday' but with a
double bed and bunk beds.
In addition to its new glamping pods, the park also

offers cabins, lodges and apartments for up to six
people amongst acres of woodland. 
For further information visit whitemead.co.uk
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NEWS BITES
�  THISTLE HOTELS has unveiled its new freshly prepared food menus

focusing on classic plates, grilled meats and fish, salads and a whole
section dedicated to smashed avocado dishes. Chefs have created
three new menus, including a new children’s menu, in-room menu,
as well as the main restaurant menu, available at all eight Thistle
Hotels. See thistle.com

�  WEATHER2TRAVEL.COM, a dedicated website for travel deals and
destination inspiration based on climate information, has launched
a new city break travel tool that provides comprehensive weather
averages for users.

�  EUROWINGS HAS launched its low-cost long-haul flight from
Munich. The first long-haul flight took off last week heading for Las
Vegas and passengers can now travel to the Nevada metropolis via
two flights a week. Flights take place on Mondays and Thursdays.

�  MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL has revealed that from this August
members will be able to combine their separate Marriott Rewards,
The Ritz-Carlton Rewards and Starwood Preferred Guest (SPG)
accounts into a single loyalty program which spans the entire
portfolio, helping users to earn more points within a shorter time
frame. Additionally, the Moments experiential platform will be
expanding, with more than 110,000 experiences in 1,000
destinations available, from must-see attraction tickets and tours to
once-in-a-lifetime events only available to members using points.
Visit marriott.com

•   NEW: Up to £100 Gift Card Vouchers to be won
with Excite Holidays.

•   NEW: Win a seven-night stay for two people at
the TRS Yucatan, Riviera Maya Mexico.

•   Win Eurostar tickets to Amsterdam and 
bottles of Gin!

•   Win a five-night stay for two people at the 
Hard Rock Hotel in Tenerife.

Visit travelbulletin.co.uk for details on the
above websclusives.ISN’T IT wonderful to have the sun back in action?Apparently, April 19 was the hottest day in April since

1949. I was only two then so can’t remember! By the
time you read this I will be in Cyprus on a mini
educational organised by Sandra Bruce, who represents
some hotels in Cyprus. We are staying a couple of nights
at the five-star St Raphael Resort and Marina in
Limassol. I’ve not stayed in Limassol before, so I’m
looking forward to seeing it - and St Raphael looks
amazing. Then it will be two nights up into the Troodos
Mountains to stay at the wonderful Casale Panayiotis. I
can’t wait to see what new things they have done and
also experience the tranquility of the area again. We will
be visiting a local beekeeper and a sweets workshop and
will also see how they do basket weaving. 
I know it seems ages away, but the 21st Yorkshire

Travel Ball will soon be here. It’s on Thursday July 26 at
the Village Hotel, junction 28 M62 near Leeds. I only have
a couple of tables left, so if any operators are interested -
email me at s.murray922@btinternet.com
I finished watching the Indian Summer School

programme and was disappointed that no one got the
grades they wanted. I really thought the two that
knuckled down to study would have got them, but at least
they are going to try again now that they are home. I also
watched Simon Reeve in Turkey and found it fascinating,
especially the guy that used to be in IT who now has his
own vineyard and in the South on the border with Syria.
He met many refugee families who are trying to build a
new life and learn Turkish - it was certainly an eye
opener and gave a new interesting slant on Turkey.
‘You can’t go back and change the beginning but you

can start where you are and change the ending’ and ‘The
world is changed by your example not your opinion’.

by SANDRA MURRAY
in Normanton, Yorkshire

To respond to any 
of Sandy’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 
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STAR CLIPPERS UK is also helping homeworkersenhance their knowledge of its unique product offeringwith a ‘Clipper catch up, cuppa and cake’. Ten of theseafternoon tea events will take place across the UK, withten places available at each, hosted by the operator’s salesteam at Patisserie Valerie in May and early June. Formore details or to reserve your place homeworkers shouldemail agency.sales@starclippers.co.uk 

AGENT INCENTIVES

�  Travel 2, in partnership with
virgin australia, is awarding
five travel agents £100 in T2
rewards. The operator’s ‘virgin
australia venture Further’
campaign highlights the region’s
wildlife and adventure potential
especially for explorers and
adrenaline seekers. For a chance
to win, agents simply need to
make a new package booking to
australia, including any virgin
australia flight, by april 30.
visit travel2.com 

�  avalon WaTerWays is giving agents
the chance to see Kylie Minogue
in concert, as part of its latest
booking incentive. For the chance
to win a pair of tickets to see
Kylie live on september 27,
agents simply need to book a 2019
cruise before May 30 and then
send their name, agency details
and booking reference to
agencysales@avaloncruises.co.uk

�  To coincide with the launch of
its 2019/20 preview brochure and
new seven-night ‘Mamma Mia’
sailings, star clippers is
offering agents the chance to
join its UK sales team for a
Greek night out at locations
across the UK complete with
dinner at a Greek restaurant
followed by the new film ‘Mamma
Mia, Here We Go again’. each
booking made by June 30 will be
entered into the draw. visit
starclippers.co.uk

agentbulletin

FANCY A FAM?
DIAMOND SKY Holidays is offering free fam trip gulet cruises for

agents on board its Semercioglu IV, on a 
full-board basis and for up to one week. All agents need to pay is for
their own drinks and flights. To qualify agents must have sold at least
one gulet holiday when they traded with Anatolian Sky in previous

years. If interested, applications can be sent to
sales@diamondskyholidays.com or call 0330-390 0999 for more details.

CORRECTION: FROM APRIL 13: The Shearings Holidays' £20
Love2shop incentive relates only to bookings for the operator's

new ‘Treasures of the Rhine and Moselle’ river cruise. 
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SHEARINGS HOLIDAYS has launched a
dedicated eight-page family brochure,
showcasing a selection of products in the
UK and Europe for families and multi-
generational customers. 
Packages are available for key attractions

such as Cadbury World, Warner Bros.
Studio Tour of London – the Making of
Harry Potter, Disneyland Paris, Efteling
Theme Park and more.
For each of the holidays featured, the

operator has made recommendations of the
age group that they are most suitable for
and details of what is included in each
package, such as tickets and excursions. In
the UK, coach travel is the transport of
choice, but the European products offer
additional travel options such as flights
from regional airports and rail options. 
Jane Atkins, managing director for the

company, said: “This new programme is

very much focused on attracting multi-
generational customers and features short
breaks and holidays that the whole family
will enjoy. We know our core customers are
very loyal and these new family products
will allow them to take their children and
grandchildren away with a brand they
know and trust.
“The brochure features a range of short

breaks that are the perfect length for
grandparents who want to take the
grandchildren away, giving the parents a
few days rest at home. There are also
longer holidays available such as Lake
Como and cruises with A-ROSA, for when
all generations travel together.”
A small supply of brochures will be sent

to agents over the coming weeks and the
operator’s agent toolkit has been updated
with relevant collateral for agents to
download and use at shearings.com/toolkit

TUI UK’S first programme launch after
last year’s re-brand has revealed
ambitious growth plans for summer
2019 with an additional 720,000 seats,
flying 40 new routes, with 26 exclusive to
the brand and five additional UK based
aircraft. The company will also increase
ten- and 11-night stays and will open 16
new unique concept resorts across the
TUI and First Choice brands. 
Key to overall growth is a dynamic

regional aviation plan with new routes
from 15 UK airports. With a focus on mid
and short haul destinations, new holiday
opportunities will be opened up for
passengers across the country, from
Aberdeen to Exeter, with new flights to
19 overseas airports in eight countries.
The biggest numbers will fly out of

Doncaster Sheffield, Manchester, Cardiff,
Birmingham, East Midlands and
Glasgow Airports, which between them
will fly 60% of the company’s customer
growth on holiday.
The increasing popularity of Croatia,

the enduring appeal and consistent value
of Greece and the resurgence of Turkey
are reflected in the programme with
nearly 50% of new routes taking
customers to these three top
destinations. There will also be 200,000
seats available to the popular African
islands of Cape Verde, favoured by
customers wanting to take advantage of
the year round sun.
Richard Sofer, the company’s

commercial director for UK & Ireland
said: “Summer 2019 is the most

ambitious programme we have ever
introduced. We are focusing firmly on
growing our amazing range of holidays
through an extended regional flying
programming, concentrated on the core
destinations holidaymakers want to
travel to, while offering the flexibility of
holiday duration they want. We’ve added
capacity where we know we have
customer demand and will be opening
16 new flagship resorts across TUI and
First Choice affirming our commitment
to our exclusive hotel concepts. 
“Our intention is to open up new

possibilities to existing customers whilst
attracting new holiday makers. This is
just the first step in an exciting vision
which will evolve over the next 12
months and beyond.”
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MEMBERS OF The Global Travel Group have been embracing the consortium’s new regional
networking sessions. A series of ‘Global Gatherings’ last month, taking place in the north and south of
the UK, saw independent agents get together, share their experiences and grow their network of
industry colleagues. Pictured at one of these events at Reading’s Holiday Inn is, from the left, Edward
Waite-Roberts from Chandelle Travel, Stuart Cowell of Newmarket Holidays, The Global Travel
Group’s Marie MacDonald, Stephanie Cutler from Holiday Jet Setter, and Olein Webster from Diamond
Travel. Visit globaltravelgroup.com

New York Botanical
Garden Pass 
from TTT&T 

TRAVEL TRADE Tickets
and Tours has a new
product available for
those wanting to make
the most of their time in
New York City. 
Agents can now offer

their clients an All-
Garden Pass to the New
York Botanical Garden, a
250-acre site with verdant
landscapes and more
than one million plants,
located in the Bronx.
Founded in 1891 and now
a National Historic
Landmark, it is one of the
greatest botanical
gardens in the world and
the largest in any city in
the US. Lisa Fuller, the
company’s agent account
manager, said: “this is a
great addition to any 
New York trip and
provides a nice escape
from the hustle and
bustle of the city.”
The company is also

able to offer a wide range
of tickets and tours
across the US.
For further information
call 01344-890400 or visit
tttandt.com 

Shearings Holidays targets family market in new brochure 

TUI UK reveals ambitious expansion plans in 2019 holiday programme
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Where Am I?

Once the official residence of the Russian monarchs from
1732 to 1917, today this restored palace forms part of a
complex of buildings housing the Hermitage Museum.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, May 3rd. Solution and new puzzle will

appear next week.

The winner for April 6th is Michael Martinez, Travel

Counsellor in Berkshire.

April 6th Solution: A=7    B=5    C=6    D=8

Number: 016

Across 
1. Major leisure travel group (6,4)
6. Windhoek is the capital (7)
7. Larnaca International airport code (3)
8. Global airline alliance (4)
10. Egyptian peninsula, home to a famous

Mount (5)
12. Flag carrier of Portugal (3)
13. Flows through Melbourne (5)
14. Travel protection scheme (4)
16. Hotel chain, Premier ___ (3)
17. City on Lake Michigan (7)
18. The Little Mermaid statue is a popular

tourist attraction in this city (10)

Down 
1. New musical recently opened at London's

Aldwych Theatre (4)
2. Banff and Jasper are popular destinations in

this province (7)
3. Carrier operating out of Prague airport (3)
4. Florida home to more than a dozen theme

parks (7)
5. Popular city break destination (5)
9. Canadian city (7)
10. World-famous Steps in Rome (7)
11. Aussie singer whose new album is 

Golden (5)
15. Cape where the Atlantic meets the 

Pacific (4)
17. Used in snooker, sounds like a letter (3)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
Please see page 28

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

01
6

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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Caribbean getaway from CMV 
CRUISE & Maritime Voyages (CMV) is offering a cruise to
nine Caribbean islands including Antigua, St Maarten, St
Kitts, St Lucia, St Vincent, the Grenadines, Grenada and
Barbados via the Azores. 
Marco Polo sails on November 5 to the West Indies and

the Azores from Tilbury with fares available on a buy one
get one free basis from £1,999 per person (first adult
£3,999, second adult sharing free).
Reasons to take this cruise include the opportunity to

miss the start of winter in the UK as it’s a 33-night cruise.
It's also a low stress option as it sails directly from Tilbury
and sterling is the on-board currency on all ships so there
is no need to convert cash to dollars.
Highlights of this West Indies and Azores cruise

include calling at Ponta Delgada in the Azores where
passengers can explore the narrow streets and the
paved squares with their geometric designs of black and
white mosaics. Marco Polo calls at Horta in the Azores
before sailing to the Caribbean.  
The fare quoted is based on two people sharing a twin

inner cabin and includes full board cuisine, afternoon teas
and late-night snacks, a Captain’s cocktail party,
complimentary tea and coffee (06:00-midnight), big show
entertainment, cabarets and classical interludes, daytime
activities and leisure facilities, guest speaker and arts &
crafts, porterage of luggage, port to cabin and port taxes. 

Greece expansion from Thomas Cook 
THOMAS COOK is providing greater choice for Brits
wanting to holiday in Greece this summer with its new
destination – the Olympus Riviera – opening its doors on
May 2.
The resort is located on the eastern coast of the

mainland and the operator is offering weekly flights
from Manchester, Birmingham and Gatwick into
Greece’s second largest city, Thessaloniki.
The accommodation ranges from small authentic hotels

in the town of Litochoro, to larger hotels with a wider range
of facilities. These include the new four-star SENTIDO
Mediterranean Village, set on the beachfront in the coastal
town of Paralia, as the latest Greek addition to the
operator's exclusive range of SENTIDO Hotels & Resorts. 
Ideally suited to adults and small families, the hotels

offer the ideal mix of relaxation and activities. Features
include an impressive lagoon-style pool, a luxury spa,
five restaurants offering locally sourced food and views
of Mount Olympus.
Guests staying in the Olympus Riviera region will be

able to quickly immerse themselves in the local culture
by visiting the traditional villages and historical sites
dotted throughout the countryside, including the Holy
Meteora Monastery, which was featured in the James
Bond film For Your Eyes Only.
The company's product director, Tony Hopkins, said: “As

Greece continues to grow in popularity, we want to ensure
we’re offering our customers a breadth of choice when it
comes to both destinations and hotels. Located just 80km
from Mount Olympus, known as the home of the Greek
gods in Greek mythology, the area is ideal for nature lovers
with its beautiful hiking trails, as well as those who are
looking for a more relaxing stay.”
A seven-night, half board at the four-star SENTIDO

Mediterranean Village costs from £449 per person,
departing from Manchester on May 2.

staffreview
Travel Bulletin’s Lauretta Wright spent a night at
The White Horse in Dorking including dinner and

breakfast. Here’s what she thought…

First impressions ..............................?9/10
This three-star former coaching inn has spent £4million on
renovations to offer a modern, cosy place to stay brimming
with character. I particularly loved the nods to the
property’s past, with horse memorabilia as artwork and
saddles as seats at the bar - it was a unique touch. 

Comfort & Quality ..............................?9/10
If my night’s sleep is anything to go by, The White Horse is
worth more than its three stars as the bed (albeit very
high), was incredibly comfortable. Given the age and
character of the building, rooms can seem a little small,
but the downstairs lounge offers a welcoming setting in
which to relax. In the room, complimentary water, a tea and
coffee caddy and a small jar containing horse-shaped
biscuits all made for a welcome stay. 

Affordability ......................................?8/10
B&B rates start from £119 per night in one of the 77 
en-suite bedrooms, offering great value for money. 

Service ............................................?10/10
The staff were well aware of the former coaching inn’s
past, including its famous former patron, Charles
Dickens. In the restaurant, staff made a point of
highlighting local gastronomic relationships, which were
thoroughly explained just prior to tucking into a
delicious cheese board.

Good to know..............................................
The hotel has a number of offers; at the
time of publishing, £50 spent in the
adjoining The Dozen restaurant entitles
you to an overnight stay on a Friday for
just £50! 

Overall scoring: ....................
10/9
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Exclusive access to evening Walt Disney World
celebrations with DoSomethingDifferent.com 
AGENTS BOOKING holidays to Walt Disney World in Florida can secure extra
commission by offering tickets to popular add-on evening events at the parks.
DoSomethignDifferent.com has advance tickets to Mickey’s Not So Scary

Halloween Party, Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party and new Disney H2O
Glow Nights at Typhoon Lagoon. These are all separately ticketed events with
limited capacity – previously only available to book locally in Orlando.
Disney H2O Glow Nights is new for summer 2018 and gives guests the

chance to party with Rex and his Toy Story pals. Along with shorter queues for
popular waterslides, there will be special food and drinks, Toy Story character
greetings and a DJ dance party on the beach and The Wharf. The event runs
from June 21 to August 11 on Thursday and Saturday evenings from 20.00 to
23.00 and tickets cost from £47 per adult and £44 per child per night.
Mickey’s Not So Scary Halloween Party at Magic Kingdom features Mickey's ‘Boo-

to-You’ Halloween Parade, Happy HalloWishes Fireworks and trick or treating for
children. It is held on select nights between August and October, from 19.00 – 00.00,
and tickets cost from £65 per adult and £61 per child per night. 
Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party is a festive winter celebration featuring

stage shows, festive character experiences, a parade and fireworks finale and
Cinderella’s Castle as a backdrop with snow falling on Main Street, USA. The
event at Magic Kingdom runs on select nights in November and December from
19.00 – 00.00 and is priced from £83 per adult and £78 per child per night.
All tickets are date specific and cannot be amended once booked. Children

under three go free.
For more details call 020-8090 3890.

Spanish Tourist Office launches
‘Spain in 10 seconds’ 

THE SPANISH Tourist Office has
launched a new campaign entitled ‘Spain
in 10 seconds’, spearheaded by 12
prominent Spanish personalities from
the fashion & art, culture, sports and
entertainment sectors and drawing on
their personal experiences to showcase
Spain as a travel destination. 
Launched via Spain’s official social

media channels, each ambassador will
highlight what they love about Spain
through a series of short videos,
encouraging other social media users
to do the same. The first ambassador
is internationally acclaimed
psychiatrist, researcher and author
Luis Rojas Marcos who points out that
you can fall in love with a person in
just a few seconds and poses the
question; can you fall in love with a
country in less than 10 seconds?
For more information visit
spainin10sec.com or follow
#spainin10sec on social channels.
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SOUTH AFRICAN Airways (SAA) has introduced a new
Airbus A330-300 on its daily Heathrow to Johannesburg
route, complete with a fresh cabin layout and some
innovative new features.
A long-haul flight to Johannesburg will typically take

around 11 hours, but one of the great things about this
flight is the airline has managed to secure a timely slot
flying out from Heathrow Terminal 2 at 19:00. This means
clients will be able to board, relax and get some decent
shut eye before they arrive into O.R. Tambo International
Airport, Johannesburg for 07:05 – my journey time felt
like hardly any time at all and I had the added benefit of
being well refreshed upon arrival. 
With the extra space that comes with a wide bodied

aircraft, the airline has taken the opportunity to create a
new look and layout for its Business Class. The updated
cabin includes 46 customised seats that lie fully flat and
are decked out in neutral tones. Each one has been
designed to offer more privacy with individual aisle access
and tons of personal space. Each seat is also equipped
with its own power socket and USB port making for easy
device charging and, rather a nice touch, a dedicated
space to stow any tablets next to the 15-inch
entertainment touch screen. Buttons were responsive
around the chair, and a nice feature along with the full
chair recline is the option to individually position the leg
rest – great for putting one’s feet up. Business Class
passengers will be welcomed with a bubbling flute of
Champagne upon arrival and can look forward to a well
rounded a la carte menu, complimented with, of course,
sensational South African wine. My in-flight attendant
was only too happy to talk through their various wine
options before serving the delightfully named Cherrychoc,
a playful Merlot and one of the airline’s award winning
openers. 
Economy Class is fitted with 203 newly designed slim-

line seats, offering extra space and a decent amount of
legroom. The return journey, again flying early evening at
20:00 to arrive early morning at 06:25, proved really quite
comfortable. Each seat is fitted with a 10.1-inch screen
with same access to the on-demand in-flight
entertainment system which housed some great
blockbusters and film favourites. Again a nice touch, the
airline has also considered those travelling with a
wheelchair or small children, and thoughtfully designated
more space in creating a larger bathroom in the middle of
Economy Class, double the size of ordinary airplanes. 
The crew were very attentive and helpful throughout

both the outward and return journey, but I perhaps would
have liked to see an extra evening walk through from
attendants in Economy to ensure guests had everything
they needed before settling down for the night. Other than
that, SAA’s Airbus A330-300 proved a most enjoyable and
relaxing way to travel - ‘Feel at home’ was the strapline
for this new product and I must say I’m inclined to agree. 
Visit flysaa.com for more information.
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Travel Bulletin’s online editor, 

Adam Potter, takes to the skies with 
South African Airways

Jet2 launches biggest-ever summer
programme from Scotland
JET2.COM andJet2holidays will be increasing its capacity
from Glasgow and Edinburgh Airport for Summer 19
Marking the company’s biggest ever summer programme

from Scotland, the addition of more than 140,000 seats
means that more than 1.7 million seats will be on sale for
2019, a capacity increase of 9% over its summer 18
programme. This expanded programme also means larger
Boeing 737-800 aircraft will come into the fleet at both
airports, providing more seats to popular destinations.
The airline and package holiday specialist will fly to 41 sun

and city destinations for next year’s summer season from the
two bases. This also includes four new destinations: Kos and
Naples from Glasgow Airport and Bodrum and Corfu from
Edinburgh between May and October. 
For further information visit jet2.com or jet2holidays.com

Air Canada elevates premium product
AIR CANADA has introduced its new Air Canada Signature
Service, to provide an enhanced and seamless end-to-end
travel experience for customers flying in Air Canada
Signature Class, the premium cabin of its wide-body aircraft. 
The new service makes it the first North American airline

to designate aircraft with lie-flat seats for premium
customers on select non-stop, transcontinental flights within
Canada and to the US, including overnight daily flights from
Vancouver, Los Angeles and San Francisco to Toronto.
Signature Service customers will receive priority service at

every stage of the journey and will also get to enjoy Maple
Leaf Lounge access.
For more information visit aircanada.com
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DELTA AIR Lines and Korean Air are to
launch a new joint venture partnership that
will offer customers travel benefits across
one of the most comprehensive route
networks in the trans-Pacific market.
The joint venture has now been approved

by regulatory authorities in the US and
Korea, including the US Department of
Transportation and the Korean Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport.
Delta CEO, Ed Bastian, said: “This is an

exciting time for customers of both Delta
and Korean Air as we launch our trans-
Pacific partnership. Our expanded
partnership means a host of new
destinations and travel options across Asia
and North America, with seamless
connectivity, world-class reliability and the
industry’s best customer service.”
Mr. Yang Ho Cho, chairman and CEO of

Korean Air, added: “We are delighted to
announce the launch of our partnership with
Delta. This partnership will bring more
comfort to customers flying between Asia and
the Americas. With the recent relocation to
Terminal 2 at Incheon Airport alongside with
Delta, we will be able to provide seamless
service to our customers. Korean Air will
provide extensive support to develop a
successful partnership with Delta.”
The expansive combined network formed

by this partnership gives Delta and Korean
Air’s shared customers access to more than
290 destinations in the Americas and more
than 80 in Asia. The airlines will also work
closely together toward joint growth in the
trans-Pacific market, and will further
optimise schedules and provide a more
seamless customer experience and
improved loyalty programme benefits.

Philadelphia flights from Aer Lingus
AER LINGUS’ recently launched its inaugural direct service to
Philadelphia from Dublin Airport, with flight EI115 operated by
a Boeing 757 aircraft carrying the registration EI-LBS and
named Saint Columbanus.
Philadelphia is the first of two new transatlantic routes to be

launched by the airline for summer 2018. Operating in its initial
phase four times weekly, the Dublin Philadelphia service will
increase to daily from May 18.
The latest route expansion comes on the back of IAG

investment in new aircraft, with Aer Lingus launching five new
direct services the last 24 months - Los Angeles, Newark,
Hartford, Miami and now Philadelphia. Next month, the airline
will begin Ireland’s first direct service to Seattle which will be
its 15th direct route out of Ireland to North America.
At the service launch, Mike Rutter, chief operating officer

for the airline, said: “We are delighted to commence our
brand new service to Philadelphia which marks the
beginning of our Summer 2018 programme. We remain
focused on growing our transatlantic network and further
strengthening our Dublin base as a leading gateway to
North America. Aer Lingus’ transatlantic offering not only
leads the way in our home market but our connecting
options via Dublin also continue to gain pace in the UK and
Europe as the smartest route to North America.”
Fares to Philadelphia from the UK start from £209 each-way

including taxes and charges, when booked as a return trip.
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KUONI, IN partnership with Malaysia Airlines, Tourism Malaysia and
Sabah Tourism, recently welcomed TV presenter and best-selling
author, Simon Reeve to the opening of it’s new store at John Lewis,
White City. Pictured speaking at the store launch, Reeve captivated the
audience with incredible tales about his travels in Sabah, Malaysia and
customers who dropped into the store enjoyed a host of Malaysia
Airlines giveaways handed out by cabin crew, including discounted
tickets. The airline also gifted two lucky winners with a pair of
business class flights to Kota Kinabalu and a four-night stay at the
luxury Ocean Wing suite courtesy of the Shangri-La Rasa Ria hotel.
The airline operates twice daily between London and Kuala Lumpur
on its new Airbus A350 and announced the launch of its global sale
this week. Visit malaysiaairlines.com/uk/en.html

Philippine Airlines
launches spring seat
sale for flights to Asia 

& Australasia 
PHILIPPINE AIRLINES has
launched its Spring Seat
Sale with return flights
from Heathrow to Hong
Kong from £440, while
flights to Manila start from
£539 inclusive of taxes. 

To take advantage of
these special fares
bookings must be made
before June 30 and travel
must be on dates
throughout 2018 (up to July
10 and between August 9 -
November 30) and early
2019 (January 11 - February
28) to destinations across
Asia and Australasia.

All daily flights on the
four-star airline’s new
B777-300ER from
Heathrow fly via the flag
carrier’s capital, Manila, a
fascinating destination in
itself and which provides a
gateway to Asia, Australia
and New Zealand. 
For further information go to
philippineairlines.com/en/pr
omotions/exlhr-london

Delta and Korean Air to launch joint venture partnership
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TRAVEL BULLETIN’S glittering Star Awards ceremony honours some of the most
outstanding providers in the travel industry – as voted for by you, the travel agent. 
We’re proud to announce that the countdown to what will be our 22nd year of
hosting the annual Star Awards has officially commenced. 

The big date for your diaries is Monday September 10 and we’re changing venues
to the stunning five-star Landmark Hotel London. 

But who will be the winners of the 2018 Star Awards? Well, that's totally up to you,
as it's your vote that counts.

It’s time to name your stars of 2018!

You might have noticed our brand new sector for 2018 – Supporting Stars, which welcomes four of
the new categories alone. 

There’s more information about this in the pages that follow, along with the other sectors and
the factors that you might like to take into consideration when deciding on which suppliers
deserve to win one of our coveted awards. 

In this special Awards Preview issue, you'll discover how you can play
a crucial role in selecting the 2018 winners from a total of 32 supplier
categories, which have been divided into six industry sectors:

1. Star Operators
2. Stars of Land & Sea
3. Stars In The Sky
4. Star Destinations
5. Stars of Luxury
6. Supporting Stars 

THIS YEAR also sees the introduction of 11 new categories - our
largest addition of new categories to date. 
They include Star UK Holidays Operator, Star Agent Friendly
Operator, Star Expedition Cruise Company, Star Agent Friendly Cruise
Company, Star European Hotel Brand, Star Specialist Hotel Brand,
Star Regional Airline, Star Representation Company, Star Social
Media Communicator, Star Add-Ons Company, Star Online Training
Course and Star Fam Trip. 
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Making Its Mark…The Landmark
THIS YEAR the Star Awards will be hosted at the
Landmark London Hotel. The stunning five-star hotel is
located in fashionable Marylebone and is a member of the
Leading Hotels Of The World. 

Originally opened in July 1899 (when rooms cost just three-
and-sixpence a night), the Landmark London has established
standards of luxury and grandeur ever since. 

It was originally designed around a vast courtyard, unique in
London, which allowed light and air into all the bedrooms – and
for guests to be delivered by horse and carriage directly into the
courtyard, offering comfort and privacy. Subsequent years have
seen the erection of a new roof and construction of an atrium
complete with winter garden, creating the breathtakingly majestic
central space visitors can see today - a fitting setting in which to
welcome all our finalists!
For more information see landmarklondon.co.uk

It’s Time To Vote!
FROM NEXT week’s issue
right up until when voting
closes on Friday June 1,
we’ll be including the Star
Awards voting form in
every issue. 

Other ways to vote include
online at
travelbulletin.co.uk/
starawards - but you’ll
need to start thinking
about who deserves your
vote as there’s only six
weeks left to commit 
your decision.

And there's another reason
to cast your vote: each
entry received will be
entered into a prize draw
to win a selection of prices
from Jetset!  
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Star Awards Diary of Events

Friday April 27 
Agent voting goes live!

Friday June 1 
Agent voting closes & ‘Early Bird’ ticket price
expires.

Friday June 22 
Awards finalists are announced.

Monday September 10 
We’re back at the Landmark Hotel for our
2018 glittering awards ceremony.

Friday September 28 
The Star Awards Issue featuring all the 2018
winners is published.

Social Media
MOST OF us are chatting away on social media, so if you’re
mentioning the Star Awards, we’d love to know. Tag us in
@TravelBulletin on Twitter and Facebook – and use the
hashtag #TBStarAwards 

Buy your tickets NOW!
TO TAKE Full advantage of our ‘Early Bird’ rate, it’s
recommended that you purchase your tickets now for the
2018 Star Awards – held on Monday September 10 at the
five-star Landmark Hotel.

Tickets include…
• Welcome drink reception
• Three-course dinner with half a bottle of wine
• Gala Awards ceremony
• Entertainment at the post-awards party

Individual ticket prices are £235 up until June 1 and £250
thereafter, or you can book a table of 12 seats for £2,520
up until June 1 (£2,700 thereafter)
Visit travelbulletin.co.uk/starawards/tickets or email
jeanette@travelbulletin.co.uk to book now. 
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Vote and Win!
GO TO www.travelbulletin.co.uk/starawards/voting to
submit your votes for your favourite suppliers and your
entry will be placed into a free prize draw with the chance
of winning an amazing prize. To help celebrate Jetset's 50th
year of trading, they are offering you our readers some
amazing voting incentive prizes.

"Jetset have sponsored the Star Awards for the best part
of a decade now and our enthusiasm for this event
continues to grow each year. The Travel Bulletin team
guarantee an amazing event each year and one that
Operators and Agents enjoy in equal measure. However it
is the mechanism used to identify worthy winners that
really generates our enthusiasm; being a Trade Only
operator the fact that the awards are only voted on by

travel agents truly resonates with ourselves. Jetset hope
that our service style and innovative approach to helping
the trade resonates with the travel agent community."

Adrian Smyth, Head of Sales

“BARBADOS IS privileged to sponsor the Travel Bulletin Star Awards and enjoys our
collaboration in results that truly mean something; because they were voted through by
agents, championing their choice of suppliers, in a completely fair and open vote.
Industry awards are meaningful, as the people who are the heartbeat of the travel

industry, are the most knowledgeable of those within it and are best placed to highlight
quality, professionalism and excellence. BTMI recognise that these kinds of awards are
important in showing appreciation to the suppliers – a cycle that comes back around to
benefit our customers and therefore feeding back to the success of the destination. 
With this year being the Year of Culinary Experiences in Barbados, we are launching a

new cuisine focused trade incentive and wouldn’t be able to do this without the support of
our suppliers. We appreciate all the hard work the various suppliers do and hope to keep
on inspiring them.”

Cheryl Carter, Barbados Tourism Marketing Inc
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THIS MAY well be a difficult decision,
as there are so many to choose from,
but a few factors to consider might be
helpful when casting your vote…

Start by thinking about the booking
process: How easy is it for you to
book? Do you have difficulty getting
through when you call or is there
someone at the end of the line ready

to answer your questions? If you send
an email, how quickly is it responded
to? And if you’ve had any complaints
or special requests, how has this been
handled? 

What’s the quality of service like?
When you speak to an operator, do
they sound unrushed, helpful and
suggest ideas? 

How about feedback from your
clients? What’s the general feeling?
Have you had many complaints about
the operator or do clients say their
holiday went smoothly and, if there
were any hiccups, they were sorted out
quickly and efficiently?

So select your 'Star' performers now and 3
lucky winners will win.....

1St place – The 50th place to be awarded on a Jetset 
FAM trip.

2nd Place – A drinks hamper delivered to your office with 
50 drinks inside!

3rd Place - £50.00 John Lewis voucher

The categories for Star
Operators are…

• Star Long Haul 
Operator

• Star Short Haul 
Operator

• Star Family Holidays 
Operator

• Star Escorted Tours 
Operator

• Star UK Holidays 
Operator

• Star Agent Friendly 
Operator

Star Operators

April 27 2018

These are all important factors to note when deciding on each
of the winners for the six categories in Star Operators, but
there are other considerations too – and these are ultimately
the ones that will separate the ‘great’ from the ‘good’.

- Reliability
- Clear and accurate pricing
- Attention to detail
- A decent commission structure/package
- Excellent resort service
- Great value for money
- Good relationship contacts
- Going above and beyond expectations

Sponsored by

Which Star Operators stand out for you?
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THE STARS of Land & Sea offers a
mixed bag of eight categories, ranging
from cruise companies to theme parks
& attractions, car rental companies
and accommodation providers, so
you’ll need to get your thinking cap on
when it comes to this diverse sector. 

New for 2018 too are the Star European
Hotel Brand and Star Specialist Hotel
Brand Awards, recognising themed,
entertainment or boutique hotels.

Cruising has come on leaps and
bounds in the last decade, so much so
that there really is a type of cruise out
there for everyone – however in and
amongst this plethora of options,
ships, itineraries and experiences
which cruise line has been able to
exceed the expectations of your
clients, making them return to you for
more, time and again?

Cruise lines have capitalised on the
growth of the market and have started
to listen to what the public want by
meeting various demands – and this
can certainly be said for river cruising
as well as ocean liners.
In tandem with all this consider which
cruise operator works hardest to
support you in order to help match
your clients with their dream cruise.

In the last few years, theme parks and
attractions the world over have
provided a veritable rollercoaster
lineup of new rides and ideas to
promote to clients, each more thrilling
than the last. New films continue to
inspire new attractions and even the
next generation’s latest crazes have
had their influence on new themed
zones and activities. Fun-filled,
fantastical and light hearted these are
the standout destinations that
continue to break new ground and
ensure exhilarating experiences.

For car rental, it can be a bit of a
minefield knowing your C.D.W from
your T.P* and what each provider
offers/covers, while deciding on which
accommodation-only provider to
choose from makes the whole process
even harder. But when it comes to
making tough decisions, there are two
important factors that come into play.

The first is help and support; if you
can’t talk confidently to your clients on
what exactly the cruise/car
rental/accommodation provider is
offering them – right down to the
minor details, then when you try to
find out, how easy is it for you to do
so? You might need to browse their
website, but how easy is it to find the

information – and how clear is it to
understand?

If you’re calling up on behalf of your
client to speak with someone, how
easy is it to do so – and do they explain
it in a way that makes it easy to be
digested and then relayed to your
clients?

The second factor is training. When it
comes to sectors of the travel industry
that you’re not completely au fait with,
what training is offered by the
company? Do you regularly see them
at roadshows or training events ready
and willing to help answer agents’
questions? Do they have an on-the-
road rep that you can directly contact
with any questions or in-store training
opportunities? 

Those Stars of Land & Sea that make
it easier for agents to boost their
product knowledge and grow in
confidence as experienced travel
agents are the ones that should be on
your shortlist when it comes to casting
your vote. 

Again, speak with your colleagues
about their experiences – and of
course, get all the feedback you can
from your current clients. 
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The categories for Stars Of Land & Sea are…
• Star Expedition Cruise Company 
• Star River Cruise Company 
• Star Agent Friendly Cruise Company
• Star Worldwide Theme Park Or Attraction
• Star Car Rental Company
• Star Accommodation-Only Provider
• Star European Hotel Brand 
• Star Specialist Hotel Brand

Stars of Land & Sea 

*Collision Damage Waiver and Theft Protection

Other considerations might include…
- DO YOU RECEIVE newsletters informing you of new products/changes?
- DO YOU HAVE a good working relation with the supplier? 
- DO THEY OFFER the opportunity to join fam trips – and if so, is this limited to their top sales agents only?
- HOW ABOUT online training – is any offered and how easy is it for you to find out and access it? 
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ALTHOUGH A RELATIVELY short list of
just four categories in the Stars In The
Sky Sector, this in itself might prove
difficult when deciding who gets your
vote.

But there are ways and means of
making this easier – starting with the
words ‘added value’ and ‘devotion’. 

Brits are becoming less concerned about
finding the cheapest option for their
holiday and more focused on finding one
that offers them the best value. 

The holiday really does start at the
airport – and although your clients will
typically opt for their closest airport and
probably the closest one to you too, how
far does your airport go in offering
something that makes it stand out from
the rest? It could be the facilities it offers
for disabled travellers, its speed at

handling lost baggage enquiries or even
new technology at check-in that enables
a fast, smooth transition into the
departures lounge. 

Or it could be the business lounge
facilities that are available, the variety of
shops offered – or something as simple
as are there enough seats for people? 

Think also about the relationship you
have with your local airport? Are reps
available to talk to you about what is
offered and available? Are you kept up to
speed with what’s new?

How about the business and regional
airlines themselves? Are they innovative?
Do they look to cater for demand by
delivering new aircraft and amenities to
cater to customers? How about their
technological advances? With people on
the go and a huge demand for

immediate access to high quality Wi-Fi,
how well are these demands met? What
does the airline do differently? 

Your clients will also be able to provide
detailed feedback on their experience if
you’re unsure – and thinking about your
own holidays or fam trips that you’ve
taken – what information can you glean
from your experiences? 

In terms of devotion, how important is it
for the airline or airport to train travel
agents, answer their questions and solve
or help with any special requests? 

On the whole, do you feel that the
supplier makes it easy for agents to
work with them? Are dedicated people
available to help deal with agent
enquiries? And, when they say they’ll
come back to you on something, are they
quick and reliable? 

The categories for Stars In The Sky are…
• Star Business Airline  
• Star Regional Airline
• Star Scheduled  Flight Consolidator 
• Star UK Airport Stars In The Sky 
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THE FIRST question you’ll probably ask potential clients
when they walk in to your agency is ‘Where would you like
to go?’ It’s one of the most important decisions your clients
will make - usually more than once a year. 

The majority of them will have been putting money aside for
months to enjoy a one- or two-week escape, so getting the
destination right is paramount to their enjoyment – and
your success. 

As much as it’s about reading magazines like Travel Bulletin
to keep you abreast of new developments in a destination,
when it comes to the nitty-gritty, how easy is it for you to
learn more in-depth information about what options are
available to your clients?

Have you built up any relationships with tourist offices that
have a dedicated agent advisor? Have you undergone any
training – online or on the road – for certain destinations? 

How about fam trips? Which tourist offices seem keen for
agents to experience the product for themselves as they
realise the importance in being able to sell with confidence
comes from first-hand experience? 

For escorted tours, is there enough variety to cater to all
demands? Are some of the tours exclusive or to areas that
others just don’t cater for? And which all-round destination
gets your vote? Perhaps they’re both great at keeping people
coming back for more – and have a great working
relationship with agents across the board. 

The categories for Star
Destinations are…
• Star Family Holidays 

Destination
• Star Escorted Tours 

Destination
• Star Winter Sun 

Destination
• Star Cultural & 

Heritage Holidays 
Destination

• Star All-Round 
Destination

Star Destinations 

Other things to consider…
- HOW EASY is it for you to get information about new developments in the destination?

These could be new airline routes, hotels, attractions and cruise itineraries.  As well as
reading about these in Travel Bulletin, is there a tourist office newsletter you receive,
online training or a dedicated information page that you know exactly where to look?

- WHICH TOURIST OFFICES have made concerted efforts to promote their region in
tandem with others? It could be a joint partnership for a fam trip or a training event – or
even neighbouring destinations promoting twin-centre breaks? What they are doing to
appeal to customers via agents is worth considering.

- IF YOU have clients with special needs or requests and are seeking advice, how easy is it
for you to attain the information from the tourist office? Are you sent ‘round the houses’
or is it easy for you to get the information you need quickly and accurately?

“BIRMINGHAM AIRPORT is excited to be sponsoring the Travel Bulletin Star Awards for the fifth
year running. We have built a great relationship with the Travel Bulletin team and we continue to
offer our full support with involvement in the awards.
As an airport we think it's vital to thank those working in the travel industry and recognise

their hard work, enthusiasm and support which enables travel agents to offer the best products
and services to their customers.
Birmingham Airport values feedback from travel agents to help us better ourselves and

grow as a company, as we understand they are the ones dealing with the day to day
difficulties that come with selling holidays to meet customers' bespoke and individual needs
and requirements.
In 2017 Birmingham Airport handled nearly 13m passengers. A multi-million-pound

programme of development works to improve the passenger journey through the airport
terminal is also underway. New airlines and routes have recently been introduced including
Primera Air which will launch from Birmingham Airport this May.”

Stefanie Bowes, Birmingham Airport Limited

Sponsored by
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Other things to consider…
- HOW TAILOR-made are the supplier’s products or itineraries? 
- DO THEY have the ability to go ‘above and beyond’ by giving clients what they need or

want – particularly if it’s an unusual request?
- DO THEY actively look to find solutions to problems? 
- DO THEY always follow up with customers/agents following the holiday – or do they

personalise marketing leaflets or emails to make your clients (and you) feel important
to them?

23travelbulletin.co.uk April 27 2018

IT’S NOT just special occasions or
lifestyle milestones that spark off
searches for luxury breaks; with the
rich getting richer and people putting
increasing importance on quality over
quantity, the chance to earn some
decent commission from luxury
bookings has never looked better. 

And the choice of luxury holidays
seems to be growing year-on-year in
response to demand. We’re not just
seeing people demand spa and golf
getaways or a fortnight away on a
luxury cruise; there’s a rising trend in
demand for destinations that offer

meaning behind them; perhaps they
were the location of an award-winning
film or they hold some historical or
personal significance for your clients. 

There has also been a shift in people
seeking experiential and adventure
getaways, with activities to stimulate
the mind and body becoming highly
sought after. This is something to bear
in mind when deciding who gets your
luxury vote. Which cruise line,
operator, hotel brand or destination
has been flexible in adapting to new
trends and giving customers what they
want?

It’s also worth thinking about a
supplier’s reputation; when they say
they are luxury, how do they
differentiate themselves from other
suppliers? Do they have a ‘wow factor’
and do they do an amazing job at
attracting the same discerning guests
back for more year-on-year? 

Finally, how does a supplier’s luxury
appeal extend to all areas that it
caters for? 

Does it excel in one thing only – or is it
quite capable of offering the best in
luxury across the board?

The categories for Stars Of
Luxury are…

• Star Luxury Operator
• Star Luxury Cruise Company
• Star Luxury Hotel Brand
• Star Luxury Destination 

Stars Of Luxury  
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THE SUPPORTING STARS sector welcomes the introduction
of four brand new categories: Star Representation
Company, Star Social Media Communicator, 
Star Online Training Course and Star Fam Trip.

The Star Representation award is an important one. Agents
don’t necessarily get to hear about the marketing and PR
behind suppliers’ campaigns, but there are hundreds of
representation companies working hand in hand with
suppliers to ensure that their message gets out there – and
is sent to the right people. 

For the editorial staff at Travel Bulletin, this means that we
are kept informed about changes in the industry and from
individual suppliers. We then translate this information into
the news pieces that you read in the magazine. If there’s
something we think you’ll need to know, such as lead-in
prices or details on new offers/promotions, we’ll liaise with
representation companies and they’ll find out. 

So when you’re thinking about the Star Representation
Company to vote for, you need to think slightly differently as
you may not know who represents your favourite suppliers. 

A good place to start is with suppliers – if you’ve got good
working relationships with the sales rep, ask them who
their representation/PR company is – and if they’re doing a
great job. Maybe look for clues to suggest they are
innovative, creative and in tune with the clients they
represent. 

You can also research travel representation and marketing
companies online (and their travel clients) for inspiration
and ideas.

From a social media perspective, which company is great at
responding individually to people? How are they at engaging
in great conversation on platforms like Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram? 

How quickly do they respond across social media? And
more importantly, are they having real conversations with
people, rather than using bots or using platforms to just
promote themselves all the time? The clue is in the name!
The only question you should ask is ‘are they being social
on social media?’ 

When it comes to looking at casting your vote for the Star
Online Training Course, Star Add-Ons Company and Star
Fam Trip, think about e-learning courses you have
completed, dynamically packaged holidays you have created
and fam trips you’ve been on. 

Have you noticed one supplier in particular updating their
training programmes with new modules to take? Perhaps
they incentivise agents with prizes or offer certificates upon
completion of a course?

And looking at fam trips, if you haven’t been given the
opportunity to go on one yourself, what fam trips have been
offered to your colleagues? Was it just a one-off or do you
often see opportunities to take a trip or experience a
product? 

Are there any suppliers that offer a discounted trade rate
for travel agents, so that they too have the opportunity to
experience the product firsthand? Who stands out for you in
making it easy to boost your product knowledge – and be
rewarded for it too? 

Supporting Stars 

The categories for Supporting
Stars are…

• Star Representation Company 
• Star Social Media Communicator
• Star Add-Ons Company 
• Star Online Training Course
• Star Fam Trip
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Good luck with your
selections

Please submit your votes
now at
travelbulletin.co.uk/staraw
ards/voting and look out
for which companies make
the shortlist on June 22. 
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BOASTING A quarter of the country’s Michelin starred restaurants, SouthWest Germany is presenting itself
as one of Germany’s top foodie destinations. Here, organic, farm-to-fork produce is a long standing tradition;
in spring, menus feature locally-grown asparagus, especially in and around Schwetzingen; and year-round,
a regional favourite is Maultaschen (like ravioli), invented at Maulbronn’s medieval monastery. For serene
dining surroundings, holidaymakers may like to try the restaurants on the flower-filled island of Mainau
which overlook Lake Constance. Go to tourism-bw.com
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Get a taste of Germany with tourist board’s microsite
THE GERMAN National Tourist Board (GNTO) has launched a new microsite on its website,
complete with free downloadable recipes, providing a tempting itinerary of regional food
specialities across Germany’s 16 Federal States.
As food tourism becomes increasingly popular, did you know that Berlin is currently styling

itself as the vegan capital of Europe? Or that Saxony-Anhalt region has a special soup for
newlyweds? For fish specialities holidaymakers might wish to head to Bremen and Hamburg, or
perhaps travel to the coastal region of Schleswig Holstein for vegetable stew or to North-Rhine
Westphalia for the Christmas gingerbreads known as ‘Aachener Printen’. From Brandenburg’s
Pear Cake with a mousse cream topping to the traditional Thuringian sausage seasoned with
marjoram, caraway seeds and garlic (and made to a now protected 600 year old recipe), the
GNTO will be celebrating culinary Germany throughout 2018 and has put together all these
recipes and a wide range of culinary inspirational content on its website.   
Beatrix Haun, director of the GNTO UK and Ireland, said: “Almost nothing else says more

about a country and its people than the national cuisine and associated traditions. German food
is diverse, cosmopolitan and offers something for all tastes. You can explore local, affordable
family run inns, or choose from Germany’s 300 Michelin Starred restaurants; try the delectable
seasonal delicacies such as white asparagus and there are hundreds of regional bread
variations! Plus, Germany’s restaurant scene and buzzy food markets are going through an
exciting period of innovative ideas and new twists on traditional favourites.” 
The year-end statistics for international, incoming tourism to Germany throughout 2017

showed a record rise for the eighth year in a row; the UK registered a rise of 0.5% measure in
overnight stays and 2017 saw 4.6% for visitors from Ireland, compared to 2016.
City breaks remain one of the most popular reasons for travel to Germany and trying local

food specialities one of the most popular pastimes for visitors. Haun added: “There are plenty of
ideas for destinations, places to go and things to see in Germany – and of course the regional
foodie favourites, with superb local wine and beer – to be found on germany.travel”

Tenth anniversary of State Garden Show blossoms in Bingen am Rhein

Shearings visits the
Wurzburg Wine Parade
SHEARINGS HOLIDAYS has
introduced a new ten-day
‘Classic Dresden &
Wurzburg Wine Parade’
Grand Tourer itinerary for
August 2018 and 2019. 
The trip explores Saxony

and Bavaria and includes
the chance for
holidaymakers to savour
the local produce at the
Wurzburg wine parade.
Other tour highlights
include: exploring the
Saxon Switzerland
National Park; discovering
Dresden and enjoying an
intimate classical music
performance from the
Dresden Residenz
Orchestra; visiting
Bayreuth and a tasting tour
of the Deppisch winery.
The tour is priced from

£1,034 per person, departing
this year on August 21 and
on August 20, 2019. This
includes all coach travel,
nine nights half-board
accommodation, three
excursions, the services of a
dedicated tour manager and
home connect service where
available. The tour is also
available with flights.
Visit shearingsagent.com
for more details.

BINGEN AM Rhein in the Frankfurt Rhine-Main region of
Germany will be celebrating a special anniversary for 2018.
Bingen am Rhein is part of the ‘Upper Middle Rhine

Valley’ UNESCO World Heritage Site, and a must-see for
those travelling along the river. This year, the city is
celebrating the tenth State Garden Show combining
gardening with travel, cuisine, and art. 
Last year, 20,000 tulip bulbs were planted and timed

to bloom this spring in a colourful symphony for the
enjoyment of visitors. 
Currently, the photography exhibition ‘Wieder

R(h)einschauen – 10 Years of State Garden Show in
Bingen’ in the grand Klopp Castle is open to visitors
along with special guided tours. The main event of the
anniversary celebrations, ‘Binger herzlichT – das
Lichterspektakel am Kulturufer’, will take place from
October 12 to 14 and visitors can enjoy the light
installations, laser and firework displays, and street
theatre. The city also plays host to events including the
‘Rhine in Flames’, the Bingen International Jazz
Festival, and wine tasting which also make for excellent
reasons to visit the city. 
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WITH SUMMER just around the corner,
Maritim Hotels has put together a series of
extra special packages across its properties
in Germany to help guests make the most
of their stay.  
As an example, from April 12 to October 7,

northern Bavaria will showcase one of
Europe’s largest international garden festivals.
Set on 95 hectares, the Horticultural Show will
feature many themed gardens showcasing the
latest nature and gardening trends, along with
play and adventure areas. A dedicated
exhibition will also lead visitors through the
region’s diverse agriculture history.
For green fingered guests, the Maritim

Hotel Würzburg has put together a package in
which, in addition to a one-day pass to the
garden festival, visitors can enjoy a
complimentary glass of local
Mainmuehlenschoppen wine and three
sausages on the nearby Mainbruecke bridge
complete with scenic views of the city. The
package is available until October 7 and prices
begin from 204 Euros for two nights’ breakfast
accommodation in a single room.
As part of Maritim Hotel München’s famed

‘Taste’ event, held several times throughout
the year, foodies at the newly renovated hotel
can indulge in a unique blend of gastronomy,
fine wines and a programme of
entertainment. On June 23, guests at the
interactive ‘Dolce Vita 43’ event can prepare
Mediterranean specialities by hand,
accompanied by top quality liquors. 
For art and culture enthusiasts, ‘Blue

Night’ takes place on May 5 and 6 in
Nuremberg with its public spaces
showcasing specialist art and events staged
in buildings and courtyards throughout the

city. As part of the two-night breakfast
accommodation package at the Maritim
Hotel Nuremberg guests will also gain
entrance to the ‘Blue Night’ event, Friday
evening’s “Surf and Turf” buffet and
entrance to the German National Museum.
Meanwhile, budding artists can get

creative during Art Week at the Maritim
Hotel Kaiserhorf Heringsdorf. With expert
instruction by artist Bern Maro in the hotel’s
fully equipped studio, the package is
available from October 1 to November 2 and
includes seven nights’ accommodation in a
Classic Plus room including breakfast,
seven evening meals as part of the half-
board plan, art materials and
complimentary use of the swimming pools.
For more information see
maritim.com/en/home 

germany

MOVENPICK HOTELS & Resorts has a unique property in Hamburg’s city centre. Formerly a water
tower, the Mövenpick Hotel Hamburg is now a trendy and modern luxury hotel with 226 rooms, all
with soundproof windows, a fitness and sauna area and Cave bar which offers guests a cocktail master
class deep in the historical vaults. The quirky design also gives way to a tower suite with panoramic
views.

Maritim helps guests to experience Germany’s great outdoors 

Paddington skates into
new Ice Show at

Europa-Park
THIS SUMMER, Paddington
Bear will have his own
show at Germany’s largest
theme park. 
In ‘Paddington on Ice –

The Marmalade Mission’,
the beloved bear will
embark on a new
adventure in an interactive
30-minute family show. 
Paddington will make

his way onto the ice two to
four times a day in Europa-
Park’s Greek themed area,
alongside the park’s
professional figure
skaters, as he sets out to
find his stolen marmalade
recipe on a search that will
see him journey right
across Europe.
The character has been

a popular addition to
Europa-Park since his
debut during the last
winter season. At first, he
surprised visitors with
another VR experience on
Alpenexpress Coastiality in
the Austrian themed area
before arriving in the
English themed area,
where The Panorama Train
now stops at Paddington
Station. Here, visitors can
look for small souvenirs in
the station’s own shop.
Europa-Park is open

now and throughout the
summer season until
November 4 with daily
entrance from 09:00 to
18:00 (longer opening
hours during peak season). 
For further information go
to europapark.de  
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We asked our staff the following question this week:

Which of your colleagues deserves an award - and for what?

Crossword:
Across: 1. THOMAS COOK, 6. NAMIBIA, 7. LCA, 8. STAR, 10. SINAI, 12. TAP,
13. YARRA, 14. ATOL, 16. INN, 17. CHICAGO, 18. COPENHAGEN. 
Down: 1. TINA, 2. ALBERTA, 3. CSA, 4. ORLANDO, 5. PARIS, 9. TORONTO,
10. SPANISH, 11. KYLIE, 15. HORN, 17. CUE. 

Highlighted Word: CROATIA

Where Am I?:Winter Palace, Saint Petersburg, Russia

puzzlesolutions

020 7834 6661

PART OF Cox & Kings’ expanded collection of expert-led art tours, ‘Germany:
Bauhaus – Design for Living’ is a new seven-day journey starting from £2,375 per
person. 2019 sees the 100th anniversary of the Bauhaus movement and this new
tour will visit the most significant buildings and schools associated with it. A
curator of the Bauhaus 100 centenary celebrations will also accompany a visit to
the Bauhaus school in Weimar. Departure dates are set for May 14-20 and
September 17-23, 2019. See coxandkings.co.uk

Jeanette Ratcliffe
Publisher
jeanette.ratcliffe@travelbulletin.co.uk
Lauretta for coming up with these fab questions every week!

Lauretta Wright
Editor
lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk
Adam - for his memory when mine fails and his ability to

multi-task.

Adam Potter
Online Editor
adam.potter@travelbulletin.co.uk
Lauretta - for the most emails per minute.

Paul Scudamore
Contributing Editor
Lauretta for the three Ps - Professionalism, Prowess and

Perseverance. And all the rest for tolerance!

Simon Eddolls
Sales Director
simon.eddolls@travelbulletin.co.uk
Hannah for her patience with suppliers who are not

always on time!

Tim Podger
Account Manager - Far East
tim.podger@travelbulletin.co.uk
Jeanette - Star Publisher!

Bill Coad
Account Manager
bill.coad@travelbulletin.co.uk
Miri as she has a different hairstyle every day!

Matt Gill
Senior Account Manager
matt.gill@travelbulletin.co.uk
Ash for being the newbie! 

Sarah Terry
Account Manager
sarah.terry@travelbulletin.co.uk
Nelly - multi-tasking, juggler, superstar 

Hannah Carter
Events & Sales Administrator
hannah.carter@travelbulletin.co.uk
Lucia - she’s always one step ahead with the showcases

Ashweenee Beerjeraz
Sales & Events Apprentice
ashweenee.beerjeraz@travelbulletin.co.uk
Hannah - for always having everything in check and

making sure everything is dealt with smoothly. 

Nicky Valsamakis
Design Team Leader
nicky.valsamakis@travelbulletin.co.uk
Simon - the best/worst dad jokes ever!

Miriam Brtkova
Designer
miriam.brtkova@travelbulletin.co.uk
Adam - for working in the office non-stop.

Lucia Mathurin
Design Apprentice
lucia.mathurin@travelbulletin.co.uk
Nelly - she’s a pro at multi-tasking

Eugenia Nelly Mendes
Head of Production
production@travelbulletin.co.uk
Miriam - For making an effort to style herself everyday!
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